The Story of Creation
(B’laan)

Long long ago there is a great being called Melu.
Melu is agigantic being, he live on the clouds. One day
Melu scrathed his hand and he saw his dead skin that time
he then created a great being like him named Tau Tana.

Tau Tana created a people. All the body parts of a
human being was on the tau tana’s invension but the thing
is she made that nose upside down. Then there comes a
day when the weather is not fine the rain pour down and
drowned all the people by filling up their noses with water
for the people whose nose are not correct so she fixed it
and the people thank you Tau tana for saving them.

Setting :
 Clouds , At the very beginning
Character :
 Melu and Tau tana 2 big great being people

Plot :

Event 1 : There is a gigantic great being named Melu.

Event 2 : Melu decided to created the earth.

Event 3 : Melu then created Tau tana.

Event 4 : Tau tana created the people.

The Origin of the World
(Maranao)

The world was created by great being, no one knows
who is this great or how many days he created this world.
He created this world with seven layers has a different
great being in it.

The first layer is where are living on. The second layer
has a dwarf with a magical power. The third layer has a
mermaid or nymphs. The sky also has a seven layes each
door is guarded by a monster and a bird. There are angels
in the sky too, the angels do not need food. The good
people’s spirit go to the heaven. There are tree-of -life too
coach leaf has a name on it. When the leaf falls to the
ground the name which is written on it will die.

The good spirit’s are going to heaven and the bad
into the hell. This story was the origin of this world by
Maranao version.

Settings :
1. When and where the story takes place?
 In the heaven before all of us created.
2. What is this life?
 It’s like a Paradise

Character :
1. Who are the main characters?
 Great being- he’s one of the main character
because in the story/ according to the study he
was the one who created the world.

Plot :
1. What happens in the event 1?
a. Event 1 : It describe how the world created by
this great being.
b. Event 2 : In this part of the story this great
being is describing the 7 layers of the earth.
c. Event 3 : It is describing the layers of the sky.
d. Event 4 : It is describing the tree of life.

How the World was created
(Panayan)

In the beginning there was nothing and everything
the world is made of mist formless and shapeless things
and contusions everywhere. From these confusions, there
grows two gods Tungkung langit and Alun Sina. There
two gods married and live in the highest relim of ethereal
space. Tungkung langit took the responsibility on writing
everything in the world.
“Watch my love and I will create the universe for
you”. Tungkung langit said. “ I can create too, let me help
you” Offered Alunsina. “ Never mind my love I want this
to be my gift for you”. “But me too for I am a godess”.
And when Tungkung langit finally shouted his voice
echoed through out the vast emptiness was then.
Every word that escapes from Tungkung langit’s
mouth came through the newly made son spread’s its lays.
The planets appeared and the moon pick out. The wind
began to make its presence felt everything began to look
different. Tungkung langit and Alunsina live happily ever
after.

Settings :

World, long long ago

Characters :

Tungkung Langit- industrious, loving and kind
Alunsina- lazy, jealous and selfish

Plot :

Event 1 : It describe the world
Event 2 : It is telling the characters
Event 3 : It is describing Alunsina and Tungkung
langit
Event 4 : Tungkung langit created the world.

Filipino characters

a. Malay Fore Falkers
The bayanihan or spirits of kinship and
camaraderie that Filipinos are famous.
b. Chinese
The close family relations
c. Spaniards
The poiseness
d. Comon denominator
Hospitality

Distinct traits
a. Industrious tagalong
b. Sturdy frugal
c. Care free
d. Colorful tribesman
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